Dynamic Health

**Dynamic Health™** is a comprehensive collection of evidence-based skills content and corresponding skills checklists intended to help nurses and allied health professionals develop critical clinical, transcultural and patient instruction skills.

- **Dynamic Health - User Guide**

This user guide covers the features and functionality of Dynamic Health.

- How do I add an institutional note to a Dynamic Health skill guide?
- Dynamic Health - Browsing Allied Health Skills
- Dynamic Health - Browsing Nursing Skills
- Dynamic Health - Browsing Patient Instruction Skills
- Dynamic Health - Browsing Transcultural Care Skills
- How do I copy a persistent link to Dynamic Health content?
- Dynamic Health Administrator Functions - Tutorial
- Dynamic Health - Tutorial
- Emailing a link to a Dynamic Health Skill Guide
- How do I log into Dynamic Health?
- Dynamic Health - Managing Your Results
- Can I elect to not display specific skills on Dynamic Health?
- Printing Skill Guides in Dynamic Health
- Dynamic Health - Reading Skills Guides
- Searching Dynamic Health
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